Oak Island Treasure - the world's greatest treasure hunt

The British Sacking of Havana
This theory was sent to us by Ross.
I believe the treasure relates to the British sacking of Havana in 1762. Essentially, the new King George III plundered the
gateway to the Spanish world. He arranged to have 3 brothers put in command - the Keppel brothers. I believe the ship
that contained the treasure buried on Oak Island was the one under the command of the Keppel brother, George I
believe, who had commanded the land forces.
His whereabouts are pretty much unaccounted for in 1763. Upon leaving Havana with his gunship, he initially went to
Jamaica. He supposedly stayed there for a year even though he was very anxious to get home. Then he continued
home. (I think he detoured to Halifax and Oak Island; ship logs at Halifax or more likely in London are the key; I can look
up in my notes the name of the ship. I believe General Amherst, who assisted the Keppels with troops, would have had
to be in on it. Along with the King's confidante who arranged the Keppels to be appointed.
The key to proof of this theory -- apart from the ship logs in London -- is discovery of the ciphers that British naval
intelligence used circa 1760. I believe the inscription is what David Kahn describes as a geometric cipher. The endpoints
of the lines, the dots, the points of the triangles etc. determine the place on the 24 (at the time) letter alphabet.
The key to the cipher is simply a string, which is easy for a seafaring man to carry. 18th and 19th century books (such as
Mercury..)have a more detailed explanation than David Kahn's book. If any one is near Washington, D.C., I recommend
they go to the historical museum at Fort Meade and ask there for examples of the ciphers that British naval intelligence
used during the revolutionary war (and more to the point, in 1760).
There were good reasons for King George III not to have the treasure brought back because he had not yet consolidated
his power.
I realize that serious and careful research has gone to support the theory that it is all a hoax. And I agree that many
assertions are not well founded - just unsupported assertions based on earlier magazine articles that contained
unsupported assertions.
Given the motivation of the folks over the years to raise money for digging, special care by any historian needs to be
taken. But I believe the cipher affords an opportunity to nail the nature of the treasure. And the ship logs would provide
objective proof.
In addition, on the cipher, you might start with Professor Weber's book "Masked Dispatches" which I haven't seen but
promises to be useful.

http://www.oakislandtreasure.co.uk
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